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institution
building focuses on vision, future, trend setting, networking, culture building, mentoring,
and empowering.
This issue brings out the regular mix of articles combined with insights from professionals who make a
This storyincan
100-150 words. If the newsletter is distributed
also profile new employees or
difference
thefitindustry.

The subject matter that appears
in newsletters is virtually endless. You can include stories that
focus on current technologies or
innovations in your field.
You may also want to note business or economic trends, or
make predictions for your customers or clients.

internally, you might comment
upon new procedures or improvements to the business. Sales figures or earnings will show how
your business is growing.

top customers or vendors.

Some newsletters include a column that is updated every issue,
for instance, an advice column, a
book review, a letter from the
president, or an editorial. You can
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This story can fit 75-125 words.
Selecting pictures or graphics is
an important part of adding content to your newsletter.
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Think about your article and ask
yourself if the picture supports
or enhances the message you’re
trying to convey. Avoid select-

ing images that appear to be out
of context.
Microsoft Publisher includes
thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
import into your newsletter.
There are also several tools you
can use to draw shapes and symbols.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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Think about your article and ask
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ing images that appear to be out
of context.
Microsoft Publisher includes
thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
import into your newsletter.
There are also several tools you
can use to draw shapes and symbols.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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President QHSE, Asian Oilfield Services on ‘the Risk Assessment’. The speakers
highlighted that the expectations of
industry
fromwords.
a prospective
employee
are to
Thisthe
story
can fit 100-150
If the newsletter
is distributed
have right attitude, being hands-on, being open to opportunities
and integrity.
internally,
you might comment
“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

The subject matter that appears
upon new procedures or improvein newsletters is virtually endments to the(Geophysicist)
business. Sales figSession 2- Post lunch, Shri Satyesh
Bhandari, General Manager
less. You can include stories that
ures or earnings will show how
GSPC started with ‘The basics offocus
the on
E current
& P industry’
technologiesand
or came to present scene of
your business is growing.
innovations EnQuest
in your field. Petro-Solutions talked on ‘The
the same; after him Shri Anjan Kotoky,
newsletters
includeused,
a colHybrid rigs’, their features, pros.You&may
cons.,
countries
whereSome
they
are being
also want
to note busiumn that is updated every issue,
or economic
trends,L&T
or
scope in India; Then Shri Sujeetness
Prabhu,
DGM,
Hydrocarbon Limited on
for instance, an advice column, a
make
predictions
for
your
cus‘The production and consumption patterns of crude oil’;
Butala,
bookShri
review,D.M.
a letter from
the
tomers or clients.
Executive Director, GSFC, He spoke about GSFC, its president,
currentormanufacturing
an editorial. You can

facilities and the various important fertilizer compounds; then Shri S C MAITI –
ONGC Hazira, He spoke about the ONGC Hazira plant and lastly Shri Dipen
Inside Story Headline
Chauhan, Head– Commercial and
Marketing, GSPC Gas gave a talk on ‘CGD
network in India’. All the topics were fully worthy to the students giving them an
idea of latest, innovatory tech being
there
inwords.
the industry.
Thisused
story out
can fit
75-125
ing images that appear to be out
of context.
And again the conclave become another
successful
event
hosted
by SPT, PDPU and
Selecting pictures or graphics is
came out to be an energetic platform
for harvesting
the
human
resource
movements
an important
part of adding
conMicrosoft
Publisher
includes
to your newsletter.
thousands ofthe
clip art
images
of our sector by a convergence oftent
industry
intelligentsia representing
Petroleum
from
which
you
can
choose
and
functional of major sector-related
companies
likeandONGC,
GSPC, GSPC Gas,
Think
about your article
ask
import into your newsletter.
the picture supports
GSFC, Enquest Petro solutions,yourself
Asianif Oilfield
Services, Schlumberger, ESSAR
There are also several tools you
or
enhances
the
message
you’re which provided valuable
Energy, Q Max solutions Inc., L&T Hydrocarbon,
can use to draw shapes and symtrying to convey. Avoid selectdeliverables to help students in their journey into the corporatebols.
world.
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your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.
for 4th semester

EARTH SCIENCE AND HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION FIELDWORK
Kutch field visit to comprehend Jurassic,
cretaceous and TERTIARY ROCKS

One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.

Caption describing picture or graphic.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”
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You can also research articles or

(ORGANIZED as course
curriculum
find “filler” articles by accessing
While your main goal of distribPetroleum
Engineering
the World
Wide Web. You can students)
uting a newsletter might be to
write about a variety of topics
sell your product or service, the
but try to keep your articles
It all
on February
28,isthe night
of journey to the camping site
keystarted
to a successful
newsletter
short.
field
visit
was
for
eight
days.
making it useful to your readers.
First day visit was to a lignite Much
project
Mata-no-Madh
of the
content you put inowned by
A great way to add useful con-

i.e. Mata-no-Madh. The

GMDC where students
discerned lignite coal formation of Paleogene age altering with sand and shale formation. On
second day students headed to Mundhan Dome (Kateshar Member). On the way to site
students
sawHeadline
a road cutting that was an 80 million old cretaceous Bhuj formation. The
Inside Story
stratification here indicated high-low energy environment present during sedimentation i.e.
deltaic environment. After that students were guided to Mundhan Dome where we patched
an This
abrupt
in topography.
was believed
to be a also
result
of new
major
fault, or
named
storychange
can fit 100-150
words. If That
the newsletter
is distributed
profile
employees
Kutch Mainland Fault (basin forming
Rocks
in hill & top
valley
system
were of Cretainternally,fault).
you might
comment
customers
or vendors.
The subject matter that appears
ceous
and Jurassic age and in theupon
downthrown
planar
part, the sediment were of Quaternary
new procedures
or improvenewsletters is virtually endage.in An
igneous intrusion perpendicular
to business.
the bedding
plane known as Dyke was spotted.
ments to the
Sales figless. You can include stories that
They amassed marine fossils likeures
graphia,
bellimunite,
ammonite
and Perisphinctes. They
or earnings will show how
focus
on current
technologies
or and serve as an index fossil for that time period.
lived
during
the Jurassic
Period
your business is growing.
innovations
in yourday
field.Students went to kateshar. They were briefed on how to identify
Third
Some newsletters
col- they observed had four different
different
beds
in a togiven
sedimentary
sequence.include
The abed
You may
also want
note busiumn
that
is
updated
every
issue,
sandstone
layers with
plane
ness or economic
trends,
or laminations and massive layers and had Hummocky and Swaley
for instance,
an advice
column,
a
structures
which
indicates
oscillatory
flow i.e.
Marine
condition.
They also saw the vertical
make predictions for your cusbook
review,
a
letter
from
the
sedimentary
facies
that
presented
darker
lineation,
organic
richness,
shining flacks of
tomers or clients.
president,
an editorial.
You can direction was north east which
metamorphic rock particles mainly
micas.orThe
paleo-current
we got from plotting rose diagram. Fourth day, all were assigned the job of studying the
geology of the Mundhan Dome lying at the Katesar Member of the Jhuran Formations. The
dayInside
rendered
the first experience of a nomadic quest for the location where they were left
Story Headline
completely by our own means and subsistence to scout for the sedimentary features and
make a detailed note of them. Overall, the domal structure showed the attributes of
symmetry.
This story can fit 75-125 words.
ing images that appear to be out
Once you have chosen an image,
On fifth day, studentsof were
formations,
1. article.
MATA-NOcontext.demonstrated differentplace
it close to the
Be
Selecting pictures or graphics is
MADH FORMATION (GADAULI-LAKHPAT ROAD SECTION)
the weathered
sure to place the- caption
of the
an important part of adding conMicrosoft Publisher includes
image
near the image.
products
of the Deccan Trap. Furthermore,
secondary deposits
of Gypsum
were observed
tent to your newsletter.
thousands of clip art images
accompanied by Gypseous Shalefrom
members
of
Naredi
Formation,
2.
FULRA
LIMESTONE
which you can choose and
Think about your article and ask
FORMATION (SAFED TALAW;
km newsletter.
FROM MATA-NO-MADH) - The entire
import 37
into your
yourself if the picture supports
Formation was made up of thickly
bedded,
creamy
to dirty white and buff coloured
There are
also several
tools you
or enhances the message you’re
can usetoto the
drawmiddle
shapes and
sym- age. 3. LAKHPAT (FULRA
foraminifera
limestone
corresponded
Eocene
trying to convey. Avoid selectbols.
FORMATION) - Trace Fossil Fusulina
were detected. They indicate the geological age of
the formations to be within Early of mid-Eocene to late mid-Eocene. 4. KHARINADI
FORMATION (AIDA MEMBER; NARAYAN SAROVAR; 60 km FROM MATA-NOMADH) - The Formation corresponded to the early phase of Miocene age.
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This storydue
can fitto150-200
words. Overall,
tent to yourthe
newsletter
is to deLimestone was recrystallized
Digenesis.
depositional
velop
and
write
your
own
artienvironment could be summed up asOne
thebenefit
Tidalof Flat
satisfactorily. 5. MANIusingEnvironment
your newscles,
or
include
a
calendar
of
ARA FORT FORMATION (RODASAN
VILLAGE;
letter as a promotional
tool is 75 km FROM MATA-NOupcoming events or a special
MADH) - The overall depositional environment
wascontent
formed
that you can reuse
fromas a result of transgression and
offer that promotes a new prodregression activities of the sea water. other marketing materials, such
uct.
On sixth day, students headed
to releases,
JUMARA
DOME
as press
market
studies, (DHOSA-OOLITE MEMBER; 55 km FROM MATA-NO-MADH).
from
the research
Jaara articles
Maaraor
and reports.They proceeded right
You
can also
Cliff corresponded to the Bajocian Age that signifies the end
of
Early
Cretaceous.
find “filler” articles by accessing
While your
goal of distrib- Corresponding to early and
Thereafter,
they moved on to the youngest
bedmain
of Dhosa-Oolite.
the World Wide Web. You can
Caption describing picuting a newsletter
be to
middle
The beds were denominated
as might
the Marker
Beds
and are rich in Oolite
ture orOxfordian.
graphic.
write about a variety of topics
sell
your
product
or
service,
the
rock types. Different kinds of Beleminite samples were observed namely
the Hibolytes and
but try to keep your articles
key to asequences
successful newsletter
is
the Pachybelemnopseina. Bored pebble
were observed
in
the
accompaniment
short.
making it useful
your readers.
of Burrows. They thenceforth encountered
the to
Athleta
Sandstone Formations before
of the content
you putby
in
meeting the softer lithology of eroding
Shale. The formation was Much
immediately
followed
A great way to add useful conthat of the Marl that bore imprints of the Zoophycus , an important trace fossil of the Shelf
depositional environment characterized with low rates of sedimentation. They thenceforth
Story Headline
proceeded towards the Shelly Shale Inside
Member
that contained smaller bivalve fossils and the
Brachiopod ridges. The formation thereafter was that of the Sponge Limestone
corresponding to the Bathonian Age. They now moved onto the Echinoid Pack stone of the
“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
This story
can fit 100-150
If the
newsletter isUltimately,
distributed
Bathonian
Upward deposition
of Cherty
(highlywords.
siliceous)
limestone.
sentence orAge
quote fromwith
the story here.”
internally,
youafter
mightthat
comment
they encountered Coral Bio herm formations
corresponding
to
Bajocian
and
same
The subject matter that appears
upon new
procedures or
improvechert limestone, echinoid pack stone in
repeated.
On
seventh
day
all
went
to
JUMARA
DOME
newsletters is virtually end(DHOSA-OOLITE MEMBER; 55 km FROM MATA-NO-MADH).ments to the business. Sales figless. You can include stories that
earningsup
willwith
show how
All groups were given traverse to study and toldures
to orcome
the
focus on current technologies or
interpretation and result of dip reversal. On eighth day, students your
compiled
result. The
businessthe
is growing.
innovations in your field.
hectic work of eight day enriched all with lots of experiences. They were able to connect
Some newsletters include a colYou may
also want Geology
to note busithemselves with a totally new dimension
of Applied
in the field. They learnt to live
umn that is updated every issue,
and work under harsh conditions thatness
didornot
confirm
to any
economic
trends,
or one’s luxury and convenience.
for instance, an advice column, a
And most importantly, they learnt tomake
work
as a team
predictions
for where
your cus-all of the teammates worked in
book review, a letter from the
harmony and invariably backed eachtomers
other.orLearning
clients. from the feedbacks of all the members
president, or an editorial. You can
of the group and beyond, the trip to Kutch could definitely be described
as some of the best
excursions one could have had to acquire the real feel of geology on the field. Thanks to Dr.
Bhawanisingh G. Desai, Dr. Ashish Sarkar, Dr. Uttam Bhui and Mr. Vinay Babu to
Inside Story Headline
coordinate and organise the field visit.

This story can fit 75-125 words.
Selecting pictures or graphics is
an important part of adding content to your newsletter.
Think about your article and ask
yourself if the picture supports
or enhances the message you’re
trying to convey. Avoid select-
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ing images that appear to be out
of context.
Microsoft Publisher includes
thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
import into your newsletter.
There are also several tools you
can use to draw shapes and symbols.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to deyour newsletter can also be used
velop and write your own artifor your Web site. Microsoft
One benefit of using your newscles, or include a calendar of
Publisher offers a simple way to
letter as a promotional tool is
upcoming
events or a special
Partner
at McKinsey
& Co. convert your newsletter to a Web
that you can reuse content from
offer that promotes a new prodpublication. So, when you’re
other marketing materials, such
uct.
finished writing your newsletter,
as press releases, market studies,
convert
it tothe
a Web
site fraternity
and post
With
Speakers
Lecture
Series”
SPT
and PDPU
reports. initiating its “Distinguished
You can also research
articles
or
it.
were privileged to have Mr. find
Amit
Khera,
“filler”
articles Partner
by accessingat Mckinsey & Company to
While your main goal of distribdeliver an interactive session
onWeb.“INDIA
TOWARDS ENERGY
the World Wide
You can
uting a newsletter might be to
INDEPENDENCE:
2030” onwrite
14thabout
March,
2014.
In
an
interview
with SPT Mirror’s
a variety of topics
sell your product or service, the
Sarth Muley & Ankit Bhorania,
emphasizes
on the scope of development
butMr.
try toKhera
keep your
articles
key to a successful newsletter is
short. & deep water exploration.
in unconventional
energy
resources
making it useful to your readers.
Much of the content you put in
great has
way tobeen
add useful
Q. AHow
yourconjourney in hydrocarbon Sector so far?

INTERVIEW : Mr. Amit Khera

Caption describing picture or graphic.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

The journey so far has been quite phenomenal. I graduated from Delhi University
and Story
started
my professional career with “Halliburton Logging Services” and
Inside
Headline
worked for around six years in the oil and gas industry before going for my
masters. I pursued my masters from Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad
This
storyyear
can fit2006
100-150and
words.
the newsletter
is distributed
also profile
newassociate.
employees orFrom
in the
later Ifjoined
McKinsey
& Company
as an
internally,
you
might
comment
top
customers
or
vendors.
past
eight
years
am associated with McKinsey & Company and currently
hold
The
subject
matter
that Iappears
upon
new
procedures
or
improvethe
position
of
Partner
at
McKinsey
&
Company.
in newsletters is virtually endless. You can include stories that
Q. focus
Where
do you
see India
on current
technologies
or
innovations
your field.started
India hasinalready

ments to the business. Sales figor earnings will show how
inures
next
5 years in terms of
your business is growing.

Energy Independence?
its hunt for unconventional resources and I hope in next
Some newsletters
include a colfivemay
years
India
willbusistart Shale
gas production.
Also with deep water exploration
You
also want
to note
umn that is updated every issue,
ness
emerging
or economic
as trends,
a potential
or
source for oil and gas, the hunt for the black gold will
for instance, an advice column, a
make
predictions
for your cusforce
the explorers
push their
out services in deep water.
bookboundaries
review, a letterand
fromcarrying
the
tomers or clients.

president, or an editorial. You can

Q. What is your view on unconventional energy resources as a potential source
for future energy requirements of the country?
India possess an immense potential in terms of unconventional energy resource
Inside Story Headline
especially Shale gas and CBM which can surely subside the burden from
conventional energy resources. Although there are bunch of challenges in the
development
of Shale
but
with
This
story can fit 75-125
words. gas
ingboth
images at
thattechnological
appear to be out and
Oncepolicy
you havelevel,
chosen an
image,
initiatives at national levelof context.
on better policy makingplace
and
more
technological
it close to the article. Be
Selecting pictures or graphics is
improvement these challenges can be surmounted andsurecertainly
to place theunconventional
caption of the
an important part of adding conMicrosoft Publisher includes
resources will be a game changer of future energy industry.
image near the image.
tent to your newsletter.

thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
about
and ask
Q. Think
What
areyour
thearticle
opportunities
for the upcoming engineers in oil & gas sector?
import into your newsletter.
yourself
if
the
picture
supports
I think as per the prevailing
market
There
are alsocondition
several toolsthe
you growth in the upstream sector
or enhances the message you’re
will be nearly stagnant for can
some
two
years
but as the elections are round the
use to
drawodd
shapes
and symtrying to convey. Avoid selectbols.
corner, we hope for a stable government which would stimulate the development
Page 12

in exploration policies. As far as downstream sector is considered there is a huge
opportunity awaiting for young engineers in LNG sector with the development of
new terminals in East coast of India and the expansion of the incumbent terminal.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own artiOne benefit of using your newscles, or include a calendar of
letter as a promotional tool is
upcoming events or a special
that QHSE,
you can reuse
content Oilfield
from
Senior Vice President
Asian
Services.
offer that promotes a new prodother marketing materials, such
uct.
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
You can also research articles or
Q.
How was your stay in PDPU?
find “filler” articles by accessing
I've quite enjoyed it. I While
lovedyourthe
mainenvironment
goal of distrib- in which the university
World
Web. You
Caption
describing
pichas been build, the green,
open
spaces,theand
if Wide
I would
getcana
utingmaintained
a newsletter might
be to
ture or graphic.
second chance to get back,sell
I would
loveortoservice,
studythehere.write about a variety of topics
your product
but try to keep your articles
key to a successful newsletter is
short.
making it useful to your readers.
Much partnership
of the content you with
put in
Q. And are you looking forward
build
a strong
A great way to
to add
useful con-

INTERVIEW : Captain Ashwin M. Khandke

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

University ?
Absolutely , in fact I first met students of PDPU at Petrotech Delhi, this year;
Inside Story Headline
and you have followed it up
by organising the conclave, and I was happy to
accept this invitation, I hope in future too I would be coming here.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

Q.

This story can fit 100-150 words.

If the newsletter is distributed
internally, you might comment
The subject
matter
appears
What are the main measures
that
wethatcan
take to
risks
and
uponmitigate
new procedures
or improvein newsletters is virtually endreduce the causalities?
ments to the business. Sales figinclude stories that
See, the fact is, one has to less.
lookYou
at can
bothprevention andures
mitigation,
very
often
or earnings will
show
how
focus on current technologies or
people club both together, so they either do too much
prevention
or too
yourof
business
is growing.
innovations in your field.
much of mitigation. For ex. In a factory where hot Some
metal
works are been
newsletters include a colYou
may
also
want
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note
busidone, like welding, there they look mainly in preventing
the fire, but if a fire
umn that is updated every issue,
or economic
trends, or
takes place, do they have ness
good
fire fighting
capability;
so
prevention
is one a
for instance,
an advice column,
make
predictions
for
your
custhing, but when a fire takes place fire resisting capability
mitigation,
bookbecomes
review, a letter
from the
or clients.
so we got to have a good tomers
balance
between these two.president,
Very often
people
as-can
or an editorial. You

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

sume and miss the both part that I told you, so you have to have the balance
of both.
Inside Story Headline

Q.

What are the major challenges in employing those measures in Indus
tries?
This story can fit 75-125 words.
ing images that appear to be out
of context.
The major challenges I usually
link
up
with
mind-sets.
People are little
Selecting pictures or graphics is
averse to any change, theyanthink
thatpart
why
so weconneed Microsoft
it. One thought
process
important
of adding
Publisher includes
or the mentality that this tent
hastonever
happened
before
so
far,
so
why
worry
your newsletter.
thousands of clip art images
about it, however, they forget that there is always a first
time you
andcanyou
to be
from which
choose
and
Think about your article and ask
ready for it. If my father drove
cars for 30 years, without
a seat belt,
importwearing
into your newsletter.
yourself if the picture supports
that doesn’t mean I can now
justify it showing him as
anare
example,
There
also severalbecause
tools you
or enhances the message you’re
now we have the knowledge, the information that seatbelt
helps.
So
can use todoes
draw shapes
and symtrying to convey. Avoid selectbols. on you can shift to
your mind set is going to be our 1st big challenge and later
other challenges like budgetary constraint, or other economic pressure on
you, in which you still got to try and innovate, and just be true to our ideal
Page 13
that you got to do your exercise of duty and care, and YOU WILL REDUCE
YOUR RISK TO AS LOW AS PRACTICALLY POSSIBLE.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
One benefit of using your newsPublisher offers a simple way to
letter as a promotional tool is
convert your newsletter to a Web
that you can reuse content from
publication. So, when you’re
other marketing materials, such
finished writing your newsletter,
releases,
Q. as press
How
hasmarket
beenstudies,
your journey in oil and gas industry?
convert it to a Web site and post
and reports.
You
also research articles
or
I have done my B. Tech
incan
Mechanical
Engineering
it. from NIT Surathkal. My
find
“filler” articlesI by
accessing
speciality
is
in
drilling
engineering,
have
accomplished
directional drilling,
While your main goal of distribthe World
Wide Web.
You
can
cementing,
work
over
and
working
with
drilling
fluids.
I
still enjoy going to
uting a newsletter might be to
write about a variety of topics
theproduct
field or
and
as long
sell your
service,
the as you enjoy you will love the petroleum industry.
but try to keep your articles
key to a successful newsletter is
short.
it useful
to your
readers.
Q. makingYou
have
spear
headed Libya project under OIL, so I would like to
Much of the content
you put in on offshore fields?
know,
how
was
your experience
in working
A great
way to add
useful
con-

INTERVIEW : Mr. ANJAN KUMAR KOTOKY

Caption describing picture or graphic.

The main difficulty was the language barrier and the procedure were also
quite different from that of those employed in India. And there were many
Inside Story Headline
restrictions forced upon us. But it was a wonderful place to be in, given its
scenic beaches and beautiful sunsets.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

Q.

This story can fit 100-150 words.

If the newsletter is distributed

also profile new employees or

What are the major areas
your
is targeting
in India?
internally,
youcompany
might comment
top customers
or vendors.
The subject
appears we have worked outside India as well. We offer our serNot matter
only that
in India,
upon new procedures or improvein newsletters is virtually endvices in seismic survey,
project
management.
ments
to the business.
Sales fig- And also offer our advices in
less. You can include stories that
various steps of E&P cycle.
We
are
an
Indian
ures or earnings will show
how based company but we offer
focus on current technologies or
our services to many multinational
outside India also.
your business is companies
growing.
innovations in your field.

Some newsletters include a col-

alsowas
want your
to note visit
busi- at PDPU?
Q. You may
How
umn that is updated every issue,
ness orThis
economic
trends,
or
is my first time in
though
I havea been in Ahmedabad many a
for PDPU,
instance, an
advice column,
make predictions
for
your
custimes. I can easily imagine
bright
future
book a
review,
a letter
fromof
thethis university.
tomers or clients.

Q.

president, or an editorial. You can

In your 40 years of experience, what has changed in the industry?
Industry is changing almost regularly. Just to tell you my experience, my
career started by training for 1 and ½ year and thereafter we have to
Inside drilling
Story Headline
take charge of various project. That time we were running stream engines and
now we are using sophisticated technology.
This story can fit 75-125 words.

ing images that appear to be out

Once you have chosen an image,

of context.
place
it close to
the article. Be like
Q. Selecting
Foreign
companies are
more flexible in adopting
drilling
techniques,
pictures or graphics is
sure
to
place
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casing
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but in Publisher
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we are still relying on caption
conventional
an important
partwhile
of adding
conMicrosoft
image
near
the
image.
or practices, thousands
Why is ofthis
tent tomethods
your newsletter.
clip gap?
art images
In countries like USA from
& Canada,
very easy
which youit’s
can choose
and to adopt modern technology
Think about your article and ask
because things happen import
on a into
phone
But this sort of thing doesn’t happen
your call.
newsletter.
yourself if the picture supports
here and the process is There
very are
tedious.
also several tools you

Q.
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or enhances the message you’re
trying to convey. Avoid select-

can use to draw shapes and sym-

bols.
Any departing note for
the students of PDPU?
I wish you all the best for all your future endeavour, I see a bright future for
all of you.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own artiOne benefit of using your newscles, or include a calendar of
letter as a promotional tool is
upcoming events or a special
that you can reuse content from
offer that promotes a new prodother marketing
materials, such
Head- commercial
and marketing
, GSPC gas
uct.
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
can also research articles or
Q.
How has been your journey
in oil and gas industry You
so far?
find
“filler”
articles
by accessing
It was wonderful. Basically
I am
an electrical
engineer, I have
started
work
While
your main
goal of distribthe World Wide Web. You can
Caption describing picpower then I moved to, to uting
be precise
natural
a newsletter
might gas.
be to
ture or graphic.
write about a variety of topics
sell your product or service, the
but try to keep your articles
key to a successful newsletter is
short.
making
it useful
your
readers. outside Gujarat?
Q.
Is there any plans of GSPC
to set
up to
the
business
Much
of geographical
the content you put
in
Yes, of course we have plans.
We
are
applying
to some
new
areas
A great
way
to add
useful con-

INTERVIEW : Mr. Dipen Chauhan

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

(GA’s) also, and we are hoping to get them approved very soon. So yeah we
will soon see GSPC outside Gujarat also.
Inside Story Headline

Q.

Sir, we have seen that Gujarat is being developing very much in the CGD
business, but the other This
states
like MP, Jharkhand, which actually have
story can fit 100-150 words. If the newsletter is distributed
potential does not have such landmark?
internally, you might comment
Thetransmission
subject matter that
appears which is there in Gujarat, if
Main thing is availability of
pipelines,
upon new procedures or improvein newsletters is virtually endI tell you 2200 km of GSPL
pipelines in Gujarat and to
develop
or set aSales
grid
ments
to the business.
fig-of
less. You can include stories that
CGD anywhere transporting
pipeline is the most critical
aspect.
ures or earnings will show how

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

focus on current technologies or
innovations in your field.

your business is growing.

Q.

Apart from pipelines, what other things act as hurdles
in setting up a net
Some newsletters include a colYou
may
also
want
to
note
busiwork of CGD?
umn that is updated every issue,
ness or economic
trends, oravailability of gas is also a very
Of course apart from transmission
pipelines,
for instance, an advice column, a
predictions
for your
cuscrucial thing. Governmentmake
policies
and
regulation
too
but the
very
book sometimes,
review, a letter from
tomers or clients.
rarely act as hurdle. And not
to forget human resourcespresident,
also. or an editorial. You can

Q.

How was your experience in this petroleum conclave’14?
It was fun, it is always nice
toStory
learn
things especially from students. As they
Inside
Headline
are being taught about the practical problems that we face, so sometime from
conclaves like this come up with a solution. So yes, it was really wonderful to
be a part of this conclave. This story can fit 75-125 words. ing images that appear to be out

Q.

Selecting pictures or graphics is

of context.

As we can see the recent antrend
that
companies
are hiking
their
prices,
important
partgas
of adding
conMicrosoft
Publisher
includes
and not only in India,tent
countries
like
Russia
and
China
are
also
in
to your newsletter.
thousands of clip art images way
to hike their gas prices, so what impact do see due
towhich
it, will
it affect
the
from
you can
choose and
about your article and ask
economy or again it will Think
increase
burden on common
people?
import
into your newsletter.
yourself if the picture supports
Its something like this that with high gas prices you can
invest
There
are alsomore
severaland
toolsmore
you
or enhances the message you’re
can use to draw
shapes and symin E&P stuff and lets see how
market
behave
to
that,
because
its
ultimately
the
trying to convey. Avoid selectmarket which decides the price not the companies. bols.
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also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.
One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.

Geothermal Energy: “A Resource with new horizons”
Prof. bijay K. Behera
You can also research articles or

Prof. Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University
find “filler” articles by accessing

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

While your main goal of distribthe World Wide Web. You can
uting a newsletter might be to
write about a variety of topics
your product deep
or service,
the earth’s molten interior. The
Geothermal energy is heat energysell
originating
in the
but try to keep your articles
key to a successful newsletter is
origin of this heat is from primordial heat (heat generated
short. during the Earth’s
making it useful to your readers.
formation) and heat generated from the decay of radioactive isotopes.
temperature
Much of theThe
content
you put in
A great way to add useful con0
Caption describing picture or graphic.

in the Earth’s interior is 7000 C. This heat is brought closer to the Earth’s surface by
the deep circulation of ground water and intrusion of molten magma into the Earth’s
Inside Story Headline
crust. This heat energy, close to or at the Earth’s surface can be utilized as a source of
energy, namely Geothermal Energy.
“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

This story can fit 100-150 words.

If the newsletter is distributed

Geothermal exploration and exploitation is just an extension of
conventional
and
internally,
you mightoil
comment
The subject matter that appears
gas industry.
upon new procedures or improve-

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

in newsletters is virtually endments to the business. Sales figless. You can include stories that
Exploration:
ures or earnings will show how
focus on current technologies or
your business
is growing.
For conventional oil and gas reservoirs,
seismic
imaging
is
first
done to
find out the
innovations in your field.
potential sites. Likewise, for geothermal reservoirs thermal Some
infrared
imaging
newsletters
include(TEM)
a colYou may also want to note busiumn that is updated
every
issue,
and seismic imaging are undertaken
to
find
out
the
potential
temperature
zones
and
the
ness or economic trends, or
for
instance,
an
advice
column,
a
fault locations respectively. These
exploration
technologies
are used to locate
make predictions
for your
cusbook review, a letter from the
or clients.
geothermal resources and they tomers
provide
accurate imaging of the structure of the
president, or an editorial. You can

subsurface reservoir and reservoir temperatures at specified depths. The knowledge of
geology, geophysics, petrophysics and reservoir engineering as used in oil &gas
exploration are similarly used in geothermal
explorations. Interestingly, we do identify
Inside Story Headline
geothermal reservoirs as they come across in the process of hydrocarbon exploration.
Exploration techniques are more or less same for both geothermal and hydrocarbon
This story can fit 75-125 words.
ing images that appear to be out
exploration with little variation as the case may be.
of context.
Selecting pictures or graphics is

an important part of adding conMicrosoft Publisher includes
Drilling & Exploitation:
tent
to
your
newsletter.
thousandstoof clip
images
For the drilling purpose, PDC bits can be made use of, similar
the artOil
& Gas
from
which
you
can
choose
and
industry. Extensive research is being
done
to
develop
drill
bits
to
drill
into
hard
rock
Think about your article and ask
import
into
your
newsletter.
formations. For Enhanced Geothermal
(EGS),
yourselfSystems
if the picture
supportshigh pressure hydro-fracturing
There are also several tools you
is undertaken to increase reservoirorcontact
and the
permeable
path. This is similar
enhances area
the message
you’re
can use to draw shapes and symtryingto
to increase
convey. Avoid
to what is done in Oil & Gas industry
theselectproduction capacity of reservoirs.
bols.
As conventional Oil & Gas industry requires synergy between geologists, reservoir
engineers, geophysicists, drilling personnel and production engineers, similarly a
Page 16
successful geothermal project requires team effort of all the above mentioned trained
personnel.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.
One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
Caption describing picture or graphic.

While your main goal of distributing a newsletter might be to
sell your product or service, the
key to a successful newsletter is
making it useful to your readers.
A great way to add useful conInside Story Headline

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

This story can fit 100-150 words.
The subject matter that appears
in newsletters is virtually endless. You can include stories that
focus on current technologies or
innovations in your field.

resources is far less.

You may also want to note business or economic trends, or
make predictions for your customers or clients.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
The
hurdles
prosupcoming
eventsand
or a special
pects
in
India….
offer that promotes a new prodInuct.India the industry rep-

resentation in geothermal
You can also research articles or
energy
is negligible. There
find “filler” articles by accessing
are
not Wide
many
players
the World
Web. You
can
working
actively
in
write about a variety of topicsthe
but try to keep your
articlesIndia
geothermal
sector.
short.
lacks skilled scientists,
engineers,
working
Much of the content
you put in in
geothermal
energy
development. Government
policy to harness this
renewable energy resource
isIf thenot
yet is distributed
published.
newsletter
Therefore,
creates
big
internally, youthis
might
comment
upon new
improvehurdle
toprocedures
develop orgeothermentsenergy.
to the business.
figmal
The Sales
number
or earnings will trained
show howin
ofures
professionals
your business is growing.
developing geothermal
Some newsletters
a colresources
and include
investment
umn
that
is
updated
every
issue,
made in developing
for instance, an advice column, a
geothermal
energy

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

book review, a letter from the
president, or an editorial. You can

Nearly 400 low to medium enthalpy
thermal springs are distributed in seven
Inside Story Headline
geothermal provinces in India. The surface temperatures of these springs vary from 47
to 98°C. Extensive geological, geophysical and geochemical investigation on the
thermal waters and thermal gasesThis
have
out. These
geothermal
are
storybeen
can fit carried
75-125 words.
ing images
that appear sites
to be out
ofdirect
context.utilization of 265
pilgrimage centers and estimates Selecting
on 50 thermal
springs
show
pictures or graphics is
MWt energy. Additionally, the country
haspart
huge
EGSconresources
spread
across
all its
an important
of adding
Microsoft
Publisher
includes
states extending from the Himalayas
the newsletter.
southern part of the
country.
tent to
to your
thousands
of clip art images
from which you can choose and
Think about your article and ask
import into your newsletter.
It has been estimated that India has
about
10,000
yourself
if the
picture MWe
supportsof geothermal power potential
are also several tools you
that can be harnessed for various
purposes.
The
rocks There
comprise
of Archean,
or enhances
the message
you’re
can use to draw shapes and symtrying
to
convey.
Avoid
selectProterozoic, the marine and continental Palaeozoic, Mesozoic,
Teritary, Quaternary
bols.

etc., More than 300 hot spring locations have been identified by Geological survey of
India (Thussu, 2000).
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your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

City Gas Distribution

One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
Caption describing picture or graphic.

While your main goal of distributing a newsletter might be to
sell your product or service, the
key to a successful newsletter is
making it useful to your readers.
A great way to add useful con-

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

You can also research articles or
find “filler” articles by accessing
the World Wide Web. You can
write about a variety of topics
but try to keep your articles
short.
Much of the content you put in

Shivam B. Pandey, SPT 2nd year

India
isStory
a new
entrant in the natural gas market in comparison to the mature gas
Inside
Headline
based economies of USA, UK, Korea and Japan amongst others. The share of
natural gas in the energy basket of India stands at 10 percent in FY10 (fiscal/
financial
comparison
global
average of 25
percent.
To meetorthe
This storyyear)
can fit in
100-150
words. Ifto
the the
newsletter
is distributed
also profile
new employees
insatiable demands of energy, natural
emerging
potent
source.
internally,gas
you is
might
comment as a top
customers
or vendors.

The subject matter that appears
upon new procedures or improvein newsletters is virtually endmentsatorapidly
the business.
Sales fig-gas distribution infrastructure
It has
imperative
to have
growing
less. become
You can include
stories that
ures or earnings
will show how supply sources. In particular,
to be
built
up along
withorthe back-up
of appropriate
focus
on current
technologies
your
business
is
growing.
theinnovations
city gas indistribution
(CGD) sector offers
a way to improve the availability of
your field.
natural gas to the industrial, domestic
and
commercial
Some newsletters include a col- segments of a region. The
You may also want to note busiCGD sector which is slowly but
evolving
at a CAGR of eight percent will
umnsteadily
that is updated
every issue,
ness or economic trends, or
forgrowth
instance, an
advice
column,
a
play
a
remarkable
role
in
the
of
India’s
economy.
Currently the CGD
make predictions for your cusbook
review,
a
letter
from
the
segment
constitutes 10 percent of the total gas consumption in India and is
tomers or clients.
president,
or an by
editorial.
YouThe
can supply of natural gas for
expected to reach a share of 20
percent
FY20.

CGD is around 13 mmscmd (multi million square cubic feet per day) in FY11
against the demand of 15.83 mmscmd in the country. With an estimated demand of
Story Headline
100Inside
mmscmd
by FY 20, CGD market is expected to grow by leaps and bounds.
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SEEING
CGD ing
inimages
INDIAAdditional
has been
asThis storyFUTURE
can fit 75-125 of
words.
that appear
to be out CGD
Oncenetwork
you have chosen
an image,
sumed to be set up in ten Geographical
Areas (GA) every
year
from
2016-17
of context.
place
it close
to the
article. Be till
Selecting pictures or graphics is
the end of the 13th five year plan, considering that out of sure
more
thanthe240
GA’s
that
to place
caption
of the
an important part of adding conMicrosoft Publisher includes
image
near
the
image.
aretent
planned
to have a CGD network,
the most feasible 60 GA’s would have a CGD
to your newsletter.
thousands of clip art images
network by 2021-22. The feasibility
of
GA
been
from which ayou
canhas
choose
and broadly assessed based on its
Think
about
your
article
and
ask
population (more than 0.2 million)
andyour
itsnewsletter.
proximity to an existing or a planned
import into
yourself if thepipeline.
picture supports
transmission
Natural There
gas demand
of
MMSCMD
has been assumed for
are also several0.3
tools
you
or enhances the message you’re
each
of the 60 GAs in the first can
year
of
based
on
the
experience
of the existing CGD
use to draw shapes and symtrying to convey. Avoid selectnetworks. This demand has bols.
been assumed to grow at an annual rate of 5%
considering that the new CGD networks would have significantly lower demand to
capture (due to high cost RLNG to be used by CGD’s) when compared to the
already established CGD.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own artibenefit
your newsThis demand has been assumed toOne
grow
at ofanusing
annual
rate of 5%
considering that the
cles, or include a calendar of
letter
as
a
promotional
tool
is
new CGD networks would have significantly lower demand upcoming
to capture
(due
high
events
or a to
special
that you can reuse content from
cost RLNG to be used by CGD’s) when compared to the already
established
CGD.
offer that
promotes a new
prodother marketing materials, such
uct.
Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory
Board (PNGRB), vested with the power of
as press releases, market studies,
inviting tenders for laying gas pipelines
invite
bidsor
and reports.in the country, is expected
You can alsoto
research
articles
soon for the pipeline supplying natural gas to domestic consumers
theaccessing
City
find “filler”under
articles by
While your main goal of distribthe
World
Wide
Web.
You
Caption
describing
picGas Distribution project .Other than
thebegeographical
areas involvedcan
in
utingErnakulam,
a newsletter might
to
ture or graphic.
write
about
a
variety
of
topics
the fourth round were Rangareddy,
Medak,
sell your
productNalgonda
or service, theand Khammam districts in
but try to keep your articles
Andhra Pradesh; Alibag, Lonavala/Khapoli,
pune,
thane
key to a successful
newsletter
is in Maharashtra; Guna in
short.
making
useful toPradesh
your readers.
Madhya Pradesh; and Shahjahanpur
init Uttar
and Daman,Dadar & Nagar
Much of the content you put in
Haveli, Panipat in Haryana, Amritsar
in way
Punjab.
A great
to add useful con-

Involvement of COMPANIES- Inside Story Headline
Cairn India, the country's largest private-sector oil producer, is keen to start city
gas distribution in Rajasthan as it sees a huge natural gas potential in its block.
The company, which has discovered
huge
oil reserves
thenewsletter
Barmeris region
This story can
fit 100-150
words. inIf the
distributedof
the state, is keen to partner Rajasthan State Petroleum Corporation's
(RSPCL)
internally, you might comment
The subject matter that appears
joint venture with Gail for the
new business, while the
government
is
uponstate
new procedures
or improvein newsletters is virtually endsupportive of the plan.
ments to the business. Sales figless. You can include stories that
ures or
how
 In a short span of just five years, GSPC Gas has re-written
theearnings
rules will
in show
the city
focus on current technologies or
your business is growing.
gas distribution business in Gujarat
and
in
India.
innovations in your field.
 GSPC Gas closed the year 2011 with a big bang emerging
as India's
biggest
Some newsletters
include
a colalsoachievement
want to note busiCGD (City Gas Distributor). You
Andmay
this
of ensuring
gas
supplies
in
umn that is updated every issue,
ness or economic trends, or
far flung and remote villages in every nook and comer offorGujarat
isadvice
because
of a
instance, an
column,
make predictions for your custhe exemplary and visionary approach
of the top management
at GSPC
book review,
a letterGas
from and
the
tomers or clients.
GSPC coupled with the all out support provided by Gujarat
Government.
president,
or an editorial. You can
 As per GAIL sources, the CGD Ernakulam project can become a reality in the
city within six months of getting the mandatory approval from the PNGRB.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.



“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

Inside Story Headline

Recent reports say the CGD is among the fastest growing segments in the gas sector
with all major players recording rapid growth in the past couple of years. The CGD
This
story
can fit 75-125
ing images
that cent
appeargrowth
to be out
segment would continue to grow in
the
coming
yearswords.
as well with
20 per
of
context.
in demand in metropolitan cities
and pictures
15 per
cent in
Selecting
or graphics
is other areas. Among the
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industrial
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is expected
be theincludes
fastest
an important part of adding conMicrosoft to
Publisher
followed by the transportation segment.
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tent to yourWith
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of clipan
art images
part of the economic development of India, many playersfrom
are
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towards
which
you can choose
and
Think about your article and ask
import into your newsletter.
commercialising this underlying market
potential.
yourself if the picture supports
or enhances the message you’re
trying to convey. Avoid select-
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There are also several tools you
can use to draw shapes and symbols.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.
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that you can reuse content from
offer that promotes a new prodpublication. So, when you’re
other marketing materials, such
nd
uct. -Sudarsan Sai Gogineni,finished
your newsletter,
SPT 2writing
Year
as press releases, market studies,
convert it to a Web site and post
and reports.
also research articles or
If the
Indian government is keenYou
oncan
encouraging
the use of it.
this clean fuel, any future
find “filler” articles by accessing
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goal offormula
distrib- must take into account the ability of a reasonably welldomestic
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pricing
the World Wide Web. You can
uting a newsletter
might bedomestic
to
balanced,
unsubsidised
market to absorb the price
write about a variety of topics
sell your product or service, the
but try to keep your articles
Thekey
issue
of gas pricing
has
to a successful
newsletter
is become the focus of public discourse in the wake of the
short. (AAP) government in Delhi. In an interview to a
resignation
of theto Aam
Aadmi Party
making it useful
your readers.
television channel, Mr. Arvind Much
Kejriwal,
the AAP
leader
and former Chief Minister
of the content
you put
in
A great way to add useful con-

The gas price conundrum

Caption describing picture or graphic.

“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

of Delhi, drew attention to the link between gas prices on the one hand and food
security, electricity access and urban transport on the other. He also questioned the
Headline gas prices to market rates (U.S. $4-20/mmbtu (million British
logicInside
of Story
tethering
thermal units) now and U.S. $8/mmbtu from April) when the cost of producing gas
from the KG D-6 gas field is only one U.S. dollar per unit, as per the producer’s own
This story can fit 100-150 words. If the newsletter is distributed
also profile new employees or
admission.
A range of gas prices exist across the world. Henry
Hub, to which North
internally, you might comment
top customers or vendors.
The subject
matter that ship
appears
American
producers
their gas, is a highly competitive market where prices rule
upon new procedures or improvein newsletters
is virtually endaround
U.S. $4/mmbtu
currently,
thanks to the shale gas boom in the U.S. Europe,
ments to the business. Sales figless.
You
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stories
that
tied to piped gas supplies fromuresRussia
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rangetechnologies
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field.
which
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on LNG supplies and hence paanywhere up to U.S. $18/
Some newsletters include a colmmbtu.
You may also want to note busiumn that is updated every issue,
ness or economic trends, or
for instance, an advice column, a
makeabsence
predictionsofforayour
cus- market price for gas, how should India’s
In the
global
book review, a letter from the
or clients.In the case of crude oil, nearly 75 per cent of which is
pricetomers
be fixed?
president, or an editorial. You can

domestic gas
imported, the
remaining 25 per cent that comes from domestic production is priced at import
parity, i.e. at global market price. Imported gas constitutes a third of our
consumption. Should the remaining two-thirds of domestically produced gas also be
Inside Story Headline
priced at import parity then? It is elementary economics that in market economies,
prices are delinked from costs. Prices are determined by supply and demand. Does it
mean
that
marketing
forces
and
theirchosen
ownanequilibThis
storywe
canshould
fit 75-125let
words.
imagesof
thatdemand
appear to be
outsupply
Oncefind
you have
image,
rium to arrive at the right priceoffor
gas?
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that
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be
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right
context.
place it close to thething
article. to
Be do.
Selecting pictures or graphics is
Except that gas is not just any commodity and we are not exactly
in the
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ideal ofmarket
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an important part of adding conMicrosoft Publisher includes
condition.
image near the image.
tent to your newsletter.

thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
Thinkof
about
your article
Effects
a price
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yourself if the picture supports
There are also several tools you
the message
you’re
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to and
oursymfood security and to our energy
can use to draw
shapes
trying
to
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Avoid
selectsecurity. Gas is the main feedstock
bols. that goes to make fertilizers. Nearly 35 per cent
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of the gas consumed in our country is by the fertilizer industry which is already
heavily subsidised by the government. When gas prices go up, this subsidy component will further skyrocket. That means, transferring money from the exchequer to
the private gas producer’s pocket via the fertilizer subsidy or facing a drastic drop in
food grains output. The other major consumer of gas in India is the power sector.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.
One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
Caption describing picture or graphic.

While your main goal of distributing a newsletter might be to
sell your product or service, the
key to a successful newsletter is
making it useful to your readers.
A great way to add useful con-

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.
You can also research articles or
find “filler” articles by accessing
the World Wide Web. You can
write about a variety of topics
but try to keep your articles
short.
Much of the content you put in

Story Headline
Do we then go back to buildingInside
more
of those polluting coal-based generating
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Flawed pricing formula
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Going back to gas pricing, in the absence of a global marker price, how does one
price domestic gas? The Rangarajan Committee recommendation now being
implemented by the government, is
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KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia's state oil firm Petroliam Nasional (Petronas) board of directors has given the green
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light for a $16 billion refinery andInside
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integrated development (Rapid), the company said in a statement
on Thursday. Located within the Pengerang Integrated Complex in the southern state of Johor, Rapid is poised to
start refinery operations by early 2019.
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Changing Options: A Study Focussed on Drilling with Casing and Technology Coupling Solutions” and won 1 st
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Ankit Detroja, Jaimin Prajapati and Manan Parmar stood first runner up position.
This story can fit 75-125 words.
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This story can fit 150-200 words.
One benefit of using your newsletter as a promotional tool is
that you can reuse content from
other marketing materials, such
as press releases, market studies,
and reports.
Caption describing picture or graphic.

While your main goal of distributing a newsletter might be to
sell your product or service, the
key to a successful newsletter is
making it useful to your readers.
A great way to add useful con-

tent to your newsletter is to develop and write your own articles, or include a calendar of
upcoming events or a special
offer that promotes a new product.
You can also research articles or
find “filler” articles by accessing
the World Wide Web. You can
write about a variety of topics
but try to keep your articles
short.

your newsletter can also be used
for your Web site. Microsoft
Publisher offers a simple way to
convert your newsletter to a Web
publication. So, when you’re
finished writing your newsletter,
convert it to a Web site and post
it.

Much of the content you put in
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“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting
sentence or quote from the story here.”

This story can fit 100-150 words.
The subject matter that appears
in newsletters is virtually endless. You can include stories that
focus on current technologies or
innovations in your field.
You may also want to note business or economic trends, or
make predictions for your customers or clients.

If the newsletter is distributed
internally, you might comment
upon new procedures or improvements to the business. Sales figures or earnings will show how
your business is growing.

also profile new employees or
top customers or vendors.

Some newsletters include a column that is updated every issue,
for instance, an advice column, a
book review, a letter from the
president, or an editorial. You can
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This story can fit 75-125 words.
Selecting pictures or graphics is
an important part of adding content to your newsletter.
Think about your article and ask
yourself if the picture supports
or enhances the message you’re
trying to convey. Avoid select-
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ing images that appear to be out
of context.
Microsoft Publisher includes
thousands of clip art images
from which you can choose and
import into your newsletter.
There are also several tools you
can use to draw shapes and symbols.

Once you have chosen an image,
place it close to the article. Be
sure to place the caption of the
image near the image.

